
Fifth Sense Conference 2014
Lunch Menu

The University of Surrey's Head Chef John Walter had a gauntlet laid down for him by Fifth Sense's
Duncan Boak – how to create an exciting culinary experience for people with smell and taste-

related disorders?  John has handled the challenge with aplomb, and he and Duncan have worked
together to develop a multi-sensory Indian themed menu that contains strong contrasts of

flavours, tastes, and textures.

We hope you enjoy the lunch that has been created by John and his expert team, and we'll be
making the recipes available following the conference.  

Lamb and Apricot Curry with Potato Straws (Sali Murghi)

Slow cooked shoulder of mutton with tomatoes and whole spices including cumin, coriander, 
garam masala, ginger and chilli, finished with red wine vinegar, dried apricots and jaggery. This all 
contributes to a really successful balance of sweet and sour, whilst the crispy potato straws add 
crunch.

South Asian-inspired Vegetable Curry

Those of you who don't like their curry too spicy will enjoy this creamy coconut-based dish.  We've 
chosen a selection of vegetables that provide sweetness and contrasting textures, whist the 
addition of tamarind extract provides a fruity sourness.  Recommended to try with the crunchy 
spiced nut accompaniment.  

Seville Orange, Mint and Yogurt Raita 

This is a fantastic and quite unusual yoghurt dip, straight from John's secret recipe file.  Yoghurt's 
natural sourness is used a lot in Indian food, but we can't imagine Seville oranges are a common 
addition anywhere on the sub-continent!  The oranges contribute a bitter-sweet edge and a 
wonderful texture.

Fig and Tamarind Chutney

Sweetness and sourness combine wonderfully in this seasonal fig chutney.  Try this alongside the 
lamb curry to add an extra taste dimension.

Sharp and Sour Mango Relish

Green mangos provide a real bite that will cut through the sweetness of the vegetable curry and sit 
nicely alongside the spiciness of the lamb.  The Relish contains mustard seeds and fenugreek, a 
classic combination found in many Indian pickles.

Crunchy Spiced Nuts

Honey, cardamom and cinnamon provide a sweet and spicy edge to these toasted nuts that will 
give a delicious crunchy contrast when combined with both the lamb and vegetable curries.

Elderflower and Damson Gin Sorbet

Elderflower blossom foraged in the spring of last year just below the beauty spot at Newlands 
Corner has been infused with lemon zest and juice.  This perfectly compliments the sharpness of 
damsons picked late summer from a Guildford garden not far from the campus then carefully 
steeped in Gin.  The steeping process has really enhanced the bitter almond from the stones.


